
 

KEY  

Use of English 

Death or revival for retail? 

 

 Answers 

1. been   

2. both   

3. from / after 

4. the   

5. are   

6. those   

7. that   

8. has   

9. may / can / will 

10. As   

11. was  / is 

12. be   

13. would / might  

14. will / may / might  

15. which  

 

 

  



 

KEY 

Reading  

Part 1: Banks and Brexit 

 

 Answers 

1. C 

2. F 

3. G 

4. D 

5. B 

6. A 

7. E 

8. I 

9. K 

10. H 

 

 
 
 
Part 2: Automakers Expanding in China May Soon Face Weakening Demand 

1. It’s more along the lines of aircraft technology than traditional, spot-welded 

steel bodies. 

2. one (Volkswagen)  

3. Because China’s economic growth has slowed to its lowest level (in more than 

a quarter-century) / because China’s economy is shrinking 

4. a. China’s college-educated, white-collar elite,  

    b. blue-collar workers  

5. by halving the sales tax on cars with engines of 1.6 liters or less / tax reduction  

6. because the current tax reduction is scheduled to end 

7. in their mentality 

8. - from the construction of (more highways), (rail lines), (factories and other        

  investments) they want to turn to consumer spending OR 

- a new, more sustainable model for growth based on consumer spending OR 

- the government wants to change to a new, (more sustainable) growth 

9. by exporting more cars to the United States  

10. subcompact cars 

  



 

Writing 

Part 1 

 
Példa egy vizsgázói megoldásra 
 
A HIBÁKAT JAVÍTATLANUL  HAGYTUK. 
 
Kb. 200 szó 
Teljesítmény: kb. 70 % 
 

 

 

Rate of unemployment in Hungary and Great Britain 

 

 

As the line graph above depicts, the rate of unempleyment in Hungary shows  

worse tendencies than Great Britain’s data. 

Between 2005 and 2006 the number of the unemployed has risen sharply  

in Hungary while in Great Britain it has increased. Since then we can experience a 

sequential increase in Hungary. For two years the tendency was showing better 

results, but between 2005 and 2013 the rate of unemployment tripled. 

In case of Great Britain the trends are mostly similar and the graph shows two drops 

in the given period  of time, one in 2006 and the other in 2008. After the financial 

crisis of 2008 a lot of people lost their jobs and a great number of businesses went 

bust. Hungary was also influenced by the credit crunch, as a result of which a lot of 

people couldn’t pay their monthly instalments and had to sell their homes. Great 

Britain, where the general standard of living is higher and the annual GDP growth is 

bigger, suffered less than Hungary. In Hungary, where the effects of the econimc 

downturn could be felt longer, needed more time to recover. 

Luckily, since 2013 the rate of unemployment has been decreasing and analysts are 

positive that this tendency will continue.  

  



 

Writing 

Part 2 

 
Példa egy vizsgázói megoldásra.  
 
A HIBÁKAT JAVÍTATLANUL HAGYTUK. 
 
Kb. 100 szó. 
Teljesítmény: kb: 80 %. 

 

 
 
                                                                                                                                  

 
 
P. Seville                                                                                                                          
Seville’s Chemists 
1 Park Road 
Cambridge 
GB4 3AD             

 

Suntan Sunglasses Ltd                                                                                                                                         
7 Lower Road                                                                                                                                        

Crawley                                                                                                                                          
West Sussex                                                                                                                                          

RH11 7SX    
                                                                                                                                         

10 May, 2015        
 

 
Dear Mr Seville, 
 
Thank  you for writing us concerning the undelivered products. Our company’s top 
priority is to establish and maintain a long lasting relationship with our clients. We 
sincerely apologize for the inconvenience caused. 
 
Delays occur rarely at our company, but our online system, which handle the orders, 
broke down. After that it showed that your order was delivered and completed. 
 
We would like to guarantee that the sunglasses will arrive next Friday the latest                                                     
if it is suitable for you. As an apology, we can offer you a free delivery of goods to 
your company. Despite the delay, we are looking forward to more orders. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
Jane Brown 

 


